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As ‘the most widespread single language improvement device ever invented’ 
(Brumfit, 1985: Ⅴ), dictionaries play an essential role in language learning. In the 
past few decades, much attention has been paid to the research on dictionary use, of 
which pedagogical lexicography focuses on EFL/ESL students as users. Quite a few 
studies attempt to identified users’ reference needs and skills and to evaluate the 
effectiveness of different types of dictionaries as an aid in different tasks. Bearing 
users’ needs in mind, compilers are trying to produce dictionaries increasingly 
user-friendly. 
Individualization is increasingly seen as crucial in language learning. Drawing on 
the research into individual differences in second language acquisition (SLA), each 
individual acquires knowledge via different learning styles. When looking up a 
dictionary, each user responds to the page with different cognitive patterns. However, 
due to the nature of paper dimension, traditional paper-based dictionaries show their 
limit to cater for users’ varying learning styles. 
The advent of computer technology and the Internet have been changing the face 
of dictionaries rapidly. The fast growing popularity of electronic dictionaries (EDs) is 
evident: most of traditional paper dictionaries have released their electronic editions, 
either in online or CD-ROMs format; a number of EDs constructed under totally 
different lexicographical philosophies (i.e. Wiktionary, Urbandictioanry.com) emerged 
on the dictionary scene. As was stated by de Schryve (2003a: 4), “an electronic 
dictionary is much more than ‘a dictionary in electronic form’”. Breaking 
lexicographical conventions in one way or another, EDs seem more capable of 
adapting to users’ different learning styles. This paper tries to explore what 
lexicographical conventions has been broken by EDs and in what way EDs can 
accommodate users with different learning styles. 
To achieve this goal, the present study begins with an introduction to the research 
















by a revisit of lexicographical conventions in the context of EDs’ prosperity, including 
a brief history of EDs’ development and a comprehensive overview of the 
revolutionary breakthroughs made by EDs. Then this author makes a detailed 
literature review of studies on learning style. Finally this thesis explores EDs’ 
potential to accommodate different learning styles by firstly carrying out a case study 
on the newly released eighth edition of the Oxford Advanced Learners’ Dictionary on 
CD-ROM (OALD8) and secondly looking into EDs’ flexibility to cater for several 
particular learning styles, namely Global-Particular, Inductive–Deductive, 
Wholist–Analytic and Visual-Auditory.  
EDs nowadays are not simply their paper counterpart in electronic form, some of 
whose breakthroughs bear revolutionary significance. The results of the study show 
clearly ED’s adaptable nature of conforming to different learning styles. This thesis 
has provided a new perspective to the study of dictionary use and has some theoretical 
as well as practical significance to both learners and dictionary compilers.  
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